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, "By the lake" ("U ozera") (Lake Baikal) by S. Gerasimov (1970) , "The Red Snowball Tree"
("Kalina Krasnaia") by V. Shukshin (1973) There are a great number of gaps a researcher can plunge into. As for the present article, we'll focus on Ivan Pyr'ev's "placard" Soviet film about Siberia which, practically, has been studied neither in Russian nor in foreign researches. It can be probably explained by the fact that the epoch of scarcity of films and of plotless films was given up for lost due to the extremely ideologized and made-to-order character of films produced at that time. The focus of research will be also given to "Siberia. Mon amour", Viacheslav Ross's dramatic film, which is given chiefly pressurized reviews so far. They do not integrate the film in the context of cinematographic views on Siberia.
Methodology
The research presupposes the analysis of some films, revealing conceptual ideas of Siberia, territory, ethnoses inhabiting Siberia, people living here do not often become portrayed objects in films. At that some "Siberian images in films" imply certain meanings which will be elicited in the present article.
Main part
The article is titled "The image of Siberia Thus, the scenes of a concert hall with the main character's triumph are changed by a photo-film that narrates about the history of Siberia from the times of Yermak's march (Fig. 7) to grandiose construction projects of Soviet times (Fig. 8 ).
Poems about Siberia sound against the background of epic films ( Fig. 9 ). There are the following lines there: "The Pugachevs, Decembrists, members of the "Narodnaya Volya" were here. And here were the Bolsheviks. Chernyshevsky on the river Lena was thinking over his creations here. And it is here where Lenin developed the plan of armed revolt, foreseeing proletarian battles. It is from here, seized with the storm of knowledge, he went In the long run, the film turned to be one of the most unprofitable in Russian cinema distribution.
This fact along with its festival awards makes it possible to consider it to be art house. In France the film was more successful in its cinema distribution than in Russia. This fact, probably, proves that the target audience of a Siberian film and "EuropaCorp", the largest distributional film company in Europe, bought the rights on distribution of the Russian film. Perhaps, it will be possible to remove a Siberian territory from a non-housing stock to the foreground of the world cash cinema…" (Sputnitskaia, 2011) .
Three plotlines intermingle in the film.
The first plotline (Fig. 11) is about an old man, a hermit, old believer (everything in an old man's life is guided by religion; everything occurs with the God's assistance), misanthrope, who lives with Alyoshka in taiga wilderness, in that deserted (Fig. 17) , another scene shows Raphael's angels (Fig. 18) , one more scene gives a focus of Alyoshka, drawing an icon in pencils instead of a stolen one in order to cure his grandmother (Fig. 19) ) create a feeling that the film is shot in post-modernism aesthetics: the plot is plunged into a common cultural context, accumulating a great number of allusions and associations.
Thus, a key concept of the film is in the idea that Siberia is a territory where life shows its true cruel face, a person in this world is in a constant struggle for existence. Consciousness, love, sympathy, family values are the ways, helping a person to survive in a severe reality.
On the contrast with the Soviet views on Siberia as a romantic place, where a person can start a new life and the nature will be a source of creative inspiration, the film does not present a placard Siberia. On the contrary, it shows its "dark" and gloomy sides. Siberia in the film is a place where a person is on the verge of survival.
Probably, the producers purposely meant to emphasize this contrast: it is not by accident that the grandfather, an old-believer, nearly dies against the background of huge hammer and sickle -Soviet dreams about the conquest (Fig. 21) ; then he shows Vissarion, preaching against the background of the landscape of the Yenisei (Fig. 22) , Alan Chumak, charging the water, exorcist Yury Tarasov, exorcising the devil from the women in the hall of some municipal palace of culture or club, a bell-ringer Yury Yur'evich Yur'ev, an orphan who looks forward to finding his father (Fig. 23) ; the next are praying old men, crawling on their knees around Kitezh submerged into the lake (Fig. 24) .
Thus, religious rituals, presented to the viewers without penetration into their essence, turn into the echoes of a human's madness caused by the need to gain a mystic connection with the world. (Fig. 26) ; the secret of making boats, starting from choosing a log and finishing with the method of its burning for a boat to have its form (Fig. 27 ), the technique of driving a boat; the secret of gathering and mass processing of cones and berries (Fig. 28) ; the method of protection from insects with the help of birchbark brew; the ethics of hunting and fishing aimed at taking from nature what a human needs but no more; the principles of co-existence with the bears; the secret of cooperation between a man and a dog in the taiga -how to train a dog, how to organize a dog's life, the necessity of a respectful attitude towards a dog of a pension age (Fig. 29) ; the secret of storage for winter in the taiga (Fig. 30) What she can do is making dolls-the house keepers (Fig. 31) . Being archaic nowadays, this practice turns out to be extremely valuable as its vanishing leads to dying out of the whole The lack of civilization is not a problem. It is a source of happiness as in this case a human turns out to be submerged in a natural constant flow of life. Siberia is also viewed as the territory where people are masters of technologies and skills of survival which must not be forgotten as they can always turn out to be in high demand
everywhere.
Conclusion
The analysis of the films chosen resulted in the following conceptual image of Siberia in cinematography:
1) Siberia nowadays is still "terra incognita"
for the "large" world. Its undiscovered territory is exotic and rare for the viewers 
2.
Traditsionnye tsennosti russkoi kul'tury v epokhu postmodernizma (na materiale "novogo" kino Rossii) [Traditional values of the Russian culture during the post-modernism
